ELECTRICAL CONTROLS

CUSTOM DESIGNED ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS/COMPONENT CONTROLS

GRAVITY CONVEYORS
FLEXIBLE CONVEYOR
The Roach Flexible conveyor was
designed for those times when a
fixed conveyor is not applicable.
Engineered with the workplace in
mind the Flexible is built from quality
components that can withstand the
rigors of loading docks and back
room areas while handling a wide
variety of materials. Manufactured in
the tradition of Roach excellence the
Flexible is one conveyor that will last
for years to come.

Roach custom-designed and
engineered control panels may be
ordered to Underwriters Laboratories UL® approval.
Above electrical panel is painted optional Roach blue.

Roach Continuous Vertical Conveyors (model CVC) are manufactured with controls
specifically designed to meet the needs of your specialized application. Notice the
controls panel mounted on the side of the above conveyors at the lower feed level.
Shown are some of the sample COMPONENT controls used on various conveyors
when turnkey system controls are not required. Components such as manual starters,
magnetics starters, push button stations, etc., may be utilized to perform more
simplistic operator functions. NOTE: When quoting and purchasing COMPONENT
controls, electrical controls must be selected based on the operation and by adhering
to ALL local & national electrical codes.

Model No.

Width

Axle
Center

Wheel
Per Axle

Contracted Length
Expanded Length

FWC-18-3-6-LENGTH

18”

3”

6

2:1 Ratio

FWC-18-4-6-LENGTH

18”

4”

6

2.5:1 Ratio

FWC-18-5-6-LENGTH

18”

5”

6

3:1 Ratio

FWC-24-3-8-LENGTH

24”

3”

8

2:1 Ratio

FWC-24-4-8-LENGTH

24”

4”

8

2.5:1 Ratio

FWC-24-5-8-LENGTH

24”

5”

8

3:1 Ratio

FWC-30-3-10-LENGTH

30”

3”

10

2:1 Ratio

FWC-30-4-10-LENGTH

30”

4”

10

2.5:1 Ratio

FWC-30-5-10-LENGTH

30”

5”

10

3:1 Ratio

GENERAL
Roach offers custom designed electrical controls as an
integral feature of turnkey SYSTEMS capabilities. We
locate photo cells, limit switches, operator interface
terminals (OIT), push button stations, run conduit and
make field connections--whatever it takes to put control
in the hands of your system operators.
Most frequently controls packages contain Allen
Bradley brand controls, our standard control
components. However, occasionally it is necessary to
use other brands to facilitate customer requests.
Consult Roach to learn how our team of electrical
engineers can design, install and implement a custom
electrical systems package--placing your systems
operators in TOTAL control.

SPECIFICATIONS
WHEELS: 1-15/16” dia. prelubricated steel
ball bearing skate wheel with hardened raceway.
AXLES: Heavy duty 5/16” galvanized steel bolt
type axle and lock nut. 5” axle centers.

HANDLE

SKATE WHEEL

SIDE LINKS: Heavy duty 7 gauge steel.
LEG SUPPORTS: Solid weld construction. Four
point leg support connections. Handles on each
leg.
CASTERS: 6” x 2” casters.
CONVEYING SURFACE: 18”, 24”, 30”
HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT: 31-1/2” TO 42-1/2”
EXPANSION RATIO: 3:1 with 5” axle centers.
CAPACITY: 350 lb. per FT.

OPTIONS
•2:1 Ratio with 3” axle center
•2.5:1 Ratio with 4” axle center
•Fixed and retractable end stops
•Impact load table

SKATE WHEEL &
AXLE SUPPORT

SIDE LINKS

4 week shipment

